TERMS & CONDITIONS

By registering to attend Bounce Dementia event, you agree to the following terms and
conditions.

1. Participation
1.1. I declare, as a condition of entry into the Bounce Dementia that I am not aware of any
illness, injury, physical disability or impairment which may cause me injury or death
during or as a consequence of event participation.

1.2. The decision to participate is entirely my own and I accept all risks associated with
participation in the event, including but not limited to loss of life or permanent injury.

1.3. I, for myself and my heirs and executors, hereby waive, release and forever discharge
the event organisers, sponsors, promoters, service providers and each of their agents,
representatives, successors and assigns, and all other persons associated with the
event, for all my liabilities, claims, actions or damages that I may have against them
arising out of or in any way connected with my participation in this event.

1.4. I agree to abide by all event rules and conditions. I understand that I must follow the
approved course, observe traffic rules and obey all directions and instructions given by
event officials, course supervisors and directional marshals. No roller skates, roller
blades, hand cycles, geared vehicles, skateboards, bicycles, scooters, or accessories
that may cause injury are permitted and as such, I will not bring or allow my team to
bring, such items.

1.5. I acknowledge that Dementia Australia or its representative may remove me from the
event area and/or exclude me from participation in the event (a) if my behaviour is
inappropriate, offensive, or abusive, (b) to prevent damage to any property, (c) on
medical or health and safety grounds (including to prevent possible harm or injury to
myself or any other person), (d) to prevent or arrest any form of unauthorised marketing,
including ambush marketing, or (e) if consumption of drugs and/or alcohol is suspected
as the use of drugs and alcohol is prohibited at this event.

1.6. I agree that my entry in the event is not transferable and that no other person is
permitted to participate in the event in my place. I agree that I must not sell (or offer to
sell) my entry into the event or otherwise transfer my entry into the event for any form of
compensation.

1.7. I acknowledge that refunds of entry fees will not be issued for change of mind or inability
to attend. Refunds prior to the event may be considered for major medical or personal
reasons by contacting bouncedementia@gmail.com with appropriate documentation. A
Bounce Dementia team member will contact you via email after registration.

1.8. I acknowledge that the event organisers reserve the right to cancel the event at any time
if we consider this is required due to any sort of dangerous conditions and/or force
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majeure. In the event of cancellation, there will be no refund of entry fee unless
otherwise determined by Dementia Australia in its sole discretion and the cancelled
event may not be re-scheduled. A decision will be made ASAP on event day and
broadcast via the event website and/or official social media channels. Note that we do
have a plan for inclement weather with the entire activity taking place within the MSAC
basketball stadium.

1.9. I consent to the publication and/or use in any form of media whatsoever of my name,
image, voice, statement or otherwise, (including the publication of my name on the
event website and social media) without payment or compensation. I understand and
agree that this consent is carried forward beyond the life of the current event and that as
a result, images, etc pertaining to me may be used to promote future events, provide
historical references etc at the event organiser’s discretion.

1.10. I consent to Dementia Australia entering my personal details contained on this entry
form into a database which will be used for the administration of the event, including to
SMS event information to me if I have provided a mobile phone number. Unless
otherwise indicated by me on this entry form, I also consent to my personal details being
used by Dementia Australia events for future marketing and promotional purposes.

1.11. I certify that I am 18 years or older, or that I am the parent/legal guardian of the
participant who is under the age of 18 years, and I have read this document and fully
understand it. As a parent or legal guardian, I agree to these terms and conditions for
and on behalf of the participant. Anyone 17 years and under must be accompanied by a
guardian.

1.12. If I am a team leader or registering multiple people, I certify that I have made all
people on my registration aware of these terms and conditions, and that agreeing with
them themselves, they have authorised me to register on their behalf.

1.13. I declare that all the information supplied by me for registration, is true and correct.

2. Online Donations
2.1. Your donation will be one off and will go towards support services for the family carers
of people living with dementia.

2.2. Your donation will be processed securely by Stripe. This website does not store credit
card numbers.

2.3. Dementia & Alzhiemer's Australia Limited is a charity registered with the Australian
Charities and Not-for-profits Commission.
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3. Social Media
Please visit our Facebook, Instagram and Twitter sites at
BounceDementia

3.1. The Facebook and Instagram pages are designed to provide news, information, updates
and facilitate discussion.

3.2. The pages are generally monitored from Monday-Friday between 9am and 5pm.
3.3. The Bounce Dementia team reserves the right to amend or delete derogatory, offensive
or defamatory material posted on this page. Bounce Dementia and Dementia Australia
also reserves the right to delete advertising material. Fans of these sites are reminded
that offensive language will be deleted.

3.4. We want to provide a safe and open space for people living with dementia, their carers,
friends and families to fundraise for Dementia Australia and to reach out for support and
access advice. For that reason, we will also remove any unhelpful or misleading
comments and posts.

3.5. Content posted by individuals on this page does not represent the official views of
Bounce Dementia and Dementia Australia.

3.6. Facebook has Community Standards for people and communities using Facebook. If
you do want to report something inappropriate or abusive that you experience on
Facebook, please use the report link near the post, photo or comment to report it to
Facebook. For more information on how to report inappropriate activity please
visit www.facebook.com/help/reportlinks.

3.7. Instagram also has Community Standards for people and communities using Instagram.
If you want to report something inappropriate or abusive that you experience on
Facebook, please tap on the three dots near the post, tap report and follow the onscreen instructions. For more information on how to report inappropriate activity please
visit https://help.instagram.com/165828726894770.

